
the ever-customizable

Versailles



Contemporary and well designed, the Versailles Collection offers an 
assortment of study, children’s and computer tables, as well as modular 
desking systems. A variety of work surface options with stable hardwood 
edges, metal bases and durable powder coat finishes provide any space 
with long lasting furniture.

Tables

Functional

Power & Data

Standard table top power units 
complement the Versailles collection 
and can accommodate a wide range 
of needs including power outlets, 
USB power and data.
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3A study table (4-person)
3B double-faced computer table (4-person)
3C single-faced computer table (2-person)
SURFACE marmoleum (concrete)
EDGE DETAIL wood Z (ACM)
FRAME STYLE round leg; open (silver)

3A

3B

3C

Wire Management

Any Versailles end frame can 
be upgraded to include a wire 
management leg to keep wires 
out of sight and out of mind.



Desking
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Whether it’s straight runs or fun shapes, the Versailles desking system 
offers a modular option that thrives in the open plan workspace 
environment. A combination of the desking products successfully and 
subtly provide individual work stations as well collaborative spaces that 
have the ability to adapt to the varying needs of a high traffic space.

Modular
4A pod starter, double-face straight end - split top (7-person)
4B pod starter, double-face straight adder & pod end - split top (8-person)
5A wave island - split top (4-person)
5B straight island - split top (4-person)
5C pod island - split top (3-person)
SURFACE laminate (Versailles anigre)
EDGE DETAIL PVC (Versailles anigre)
FRAME STYLE (left) diamond leg; wood panel  (silver; Versailles anigre)
FRAME STYLE (right) round leg; acrylic panel  (silver; frosted)

5A

5B

5C

4B

4A



monitor cable

power source

wire management tray

power unit

switcher

share button

Desking
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With Versailles Share, sharing spaces and ideas has never been easier. By 
having DropShare integrated into the table, up to six users per station can 
collaborate in ease by sharing the screen of their laptop, tablet, mobile 
device or other digital peripherals to a joint display. It’s the perfect way 
for teams to share information and really get the ideas flowing.

Collaboration

7A

7B

6A hub island - fish top (18-person)
7A share island - bullet top (4-person)
7B share island - fish top (6-person)
SURFACE powder coat (raisin)
FRAME STYLE round leg; open (silver)
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SURFACE laminate (white)
EDGE DETAIL PVC (white)
FRAME STYLE round leg; acrylic panel  (silver; frosted)



Designed to complement an array of spaces and styles, the Versailles 
Collection includes an abundant collection of leg shapes, frame styles, 
rack options, top shapes and surfaces, edge details, electrical additions, 
and wire management solutions. These standard options combine to give 
the furniture a custom and personalized feeling without the “custom” 
price tag. For a little extra flair, Versailles also offers a simple material 
upgrade to customize the look even further.

Versatile
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Leg options

diamond

square

Frame style options

open

powder coat

frosted

wood

Edge detail options

wood Awood knife (reverse knife available)

PVCpowder coat

round



design the furniture. innovate the space. engage the users.
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